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Not the “actual” bike used by Nick in the front cover drawing but same model.
Earlier “Popular” model, these were 1pound 10 shillings cheaper in 1939.

(No front suspension)
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Club Information

The EACC is the club for all Cyclemotor, Autocycle and Moped enthusiasts
everywhere. Membership is just £8.00 a year for UK residents (and its £12.00 for
the rest of Europe, & £18.00 for the rest of the world). The membership forms are
available from our website... or just ask and we’ll send you one.

Secretary & Web Master.
Andrew Pattle, 7 Unity Road, Stowmarket, Suffolk, IP14 1AS.
Phone: 01449 673943 E-mail: membership@autocycle.org.uk
Website: http://www.autocycle.org.uk/ Forum: http://eacc.freeforums.net/
EACC Committee Members.
Andrew Pattle (Secretary), Sharon Wikner (Treasurer), Mark Daniels, Alan
Course, Paul Efreme, Martin Gates, Neil Morley, David Watson (Publicity).
Club Officers.
Editor of the MAC David Watson mac.editor.eacc@gmail.com
The club’s newsletter is ca lled The MAC and it is issued six times a year:

February, April, June, August, October and December.
Deadline for items to be sent in is the 15th of the preceding month.
Club Regalia
Clive & Ann Fletcher 11 Buckland Lane, Maidstone, Kent ME16 0BJ
Tel: 01622 678011 or clann67@tiscali.co.uk
Contact details for all club officers are on the club information sheet that you get
when you join or renew your membership. Spare copies are available from the
website or from the secretary.
Website: www.autocycle.org.uk
Forum: https://eacc.freeforums.net/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/254351421715768/
Icenicam: http://www.icenicam.org.uk/
The Moped Archive: http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~pattle/nacc/arcindex.htm
FBHVC: https://www.fbhvc.co.uk/

Front cover picture © supplied by “The Artist” Nick Ward

Nick has kindly given us permission to use his Copyrighted work.
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Sections
We have several regional sections that organise events in their areas:
Essex: Paul Efreme 01277 657106 subopef@aol.com
Hertfordshire: Andy Cousins 01462 643564 or 07969 369062
Lancashire Slow Riders: Paul Morgan moggie64@gmail.com
Leicestershire: Jim Lee 018568 461386
Northamptonshire: Ray Paice 07799 662203 raypaice@aol.com
Norfolk: Dave Watson 01493 748249 07483 210625
david.watson9416@yahoo.co.uk
North East: Ron Paterson ronpaterson21@gmail.com
ronpaterson21@gmail.com
South East Moped Enthusiasts: Sharon Wikner sharon.wikner@yahoo.com
Mike Follows 01732 700280
Suffolk: Neil Morley neil.morley@btinternet.com
Mark Daniels, 01473 716817 mark.daniels975@btinternet.com
Wiltshire: Steve Hoffman 07891 251118 shffm@sky.com
Yorkshire: (The Rotherham Roamers): 01709 961434 mobymagic@gmail.com
A N Other Section: Anybody interested in starting a new section in their area?
Please contact Mr Secretary
Alex Lees has been removed from section contacts, not because we
wanted to remove him but an email was received from Marylyn Lees.
Alex is not in best of health these days, please remove his name and
number as he is no longer actively involved as too poorly to ride anymore.
Alex sends his regards to all who remember him especially Andrew Pattle,
he misses riding and the meets on the various runs.
Good luck with continuing success of the club.
Alex enjoys the newsletter.
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EVENTS
Some events have started to appear in the calendar but as we go to print in
another lock down: Who knows? Always check before travelling.
The 2020 AGM was postponed. Although a lot can change with COVID-19
restrictions between now and April 2021, the plan is to hold it at The Radar Run
on 11 April. The year’s acc ounts are a vailable on our documents page.
Sunday 11th April 2021
The 17th Radar Run, Mopedjumble, and EACC AGM starts at Bromeswell
Village Hall.
A superb circuit around Bawdsey peninsula with lots of historical interest details on the
course notes. The usual free pitches for jumble stands— call Paul on 07702 192008 to
allow him to set your spot in the hall. Jumble opens from 9:30am, run sets off at
11am. Everyone welcome.
The Radar Run has an alternative, shorter route suitable for cyclemotors.
The route sheets, map, and GPX tracks for this run are available on our documents page.

25th April FBHVC Drive it Day ?
In 2021, Drive it Day will be run in support of the
NSPCC’s Childline
In “Normal” times there would be several events

organised throughout the country with the EACC
Norfolk Sections Broads run also on this day.
However in these uncertain times nothing is planned at
the moment, maybe another send your pictures in day if
nothing else!
Friday 4th to Sunday 6th June 2021
The fifth EACC Northern Camping Weekend at Hooton Lodge Farm camping
and fishing site, Kilnhurst Road, Rotherham, South Yorkshire, S65 4TE.
Showers and toilets available.
Electrical hook ups should anyone require them but these are limited.
Also open to non-members, spouses, partners, pets…
More details later; please feel free to contact John Bann: 07798 731951 or
mobymagic@gmail.com.
Sunday 5th September 2021
Club stand at the 29th Copdock Bike Show, Trinity Park (Suffolk Show Ground),
Ipswich. Please e-mail danny@mopedland.ukfsn.org or telephone Mark Daniels
on 01473 659607 if you'd like to help or supply machines for the stand.
Note: this event is a month earlier than its usual date.
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Section Notes
Lancashire Slow Riders.
The Lancashire slow riders will be having a display stand at Lytham Steam, Wrea
Green,Lytham St Annes,Lancashire 4th/5th September 2021
Anyone wishing to join us and display their classic/vintage moped/motorcycle are
welcome .Weekend camping available for exhibitors
Please visit our Facebook page and details are in the events section.
Or email myself paulnewton675@hotmail.com.
The LSR have booked a campsite, the, Breighton Ferry near Selby in Yorkshire.
The event will be held on the May bank holiday weekend, 28th-31st May 2021
camping available. Moped friendly ride outs planned.
All details on our Facebook events page if you would like to join us,
Thanks Paul Newton
Norfolk
Again not much to report except several section members did join in the spirit of
sending in pictures for the Distributed Mince Pie run.
Sadly our section has lost one of our Northern members, condolences to Mel and
family, Paul will be fondly remembered by me for his perseverance with his Wisp
on the Coast and Broad run just last September, it was Paul and Mel who
introduced quizzes to our section meetings.

Dave Watson

Paul Kemp died peacefully on December 16th, aged 64 years, after a battle with
Prostate Cancer. He was married to Melanie and they have two daughters, Pippa
and Rachel. His funeral was on Tuesday 5th January with restricted attendance
but also a limited live broadcast via internet wizardry.
Paul had a lifelong fascination with things mechanical, of which he made his
career. He enjoyed motorcycles and sports cars as a hobby throughout his life.
Those of us who saw the quality of his restoration work were impressed with his
attention to detail. He was acknowledged as a truly gentle man who was admired
and appreciated by people who got to know him. Paul was described in a tribute
to him as, stoic, generous and kind. One of his daughters said of her dad that he,
“Lived in his overalls, in his garage.” which is a description many of us w ill
understand.
His career included spells working in exotic locations such as Dubai, Saudi Arabia
and Middlesex. After their travels Mel and Paul settled down in North Norfolk at
their forever home in Beeston Regis. Paul worked in the EME department at the
Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital where he rose to manage the department,
serving in the NHS for over 20 years. After retiring from work Paul took up a new
job at Holt Motorcycles, a period of employment he thoroughly enjoyed.
Rest in peace Paul, you are sorely missed.
Obituary by
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Event Reports
LANCASHIRE SLOW RIDERS ANNUAL PLAK RIDE 24TH DECEMBER.
In Lancashire a Honda c50/c70/c90 is commonly known as a 'PLAK' probably due
to the plastic leg shields I think. We try and do a ride each year on Christmas eve,
although mainly for owners of Plaks, we welcome any type of moped or bike to
join us. This year we only had 4 riders, all plaks, probably due to the weather
conditions. It was a nice dry looking bright day, so we met up and rode to a
popular spot for bikers RIVINGTON BARN, Not many people out this year due to
the restrictions ect,so it was quite safe and we managed the social distancing .
Our
next
destination was a
very good fish and
chip
shop
in
Eccleston, I had
already rang to
make sure they
were open. Gentle
ride down some
nice but slippy in
places
country
lanes. We all had
fish and chips sat
out in the garden
at the side of the
chip shop. 3 out of the 4 plaks out were all owned at one time by Stephen Taylor,
and 2 of them completed the 2018 coast to coast ride.
Great day out and our last LSR ride this year (2020).

Paul Newton

Because the spiritual home of the Mince Pie Run is in a tier 4 area I thought it
prudent to adopt a stealthy approach and leave under the cover of darkness, just
in case the local constabulary was ensuring that all traffic on the local roads was
observing the “essential travel only” rule. Unfortunately, upon leaving the Sailing
Club car park, it quickly became evident that the official route had not been
marked this year, so I had to rely on a failing memory and dodgy instincts. I rode,
and rode, and rode and what I assumed were the distant lights of Felixstowe
Dock failed to get brighter. Undeterred, I kept riding until I reached a natural
stop. A quick check on Google Maps to acquaint myself with an unfamiliar
surrounding revealed that I’d ridden through the night, and ended up in Sydney

Harbour!
Here’s a picture [p28] of my Fizzy bask ing in much missed sunlig ht as proof of my
epic journey. Neil Bowen
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Mince Pie Run around Tier 2 Wirral - 2021
The world of mopeds and auto cycles is new to me and having recently bought a
1963 Raleigh RM4, “Frank“*, I joined the EACC, subsequently learning about the

MPR. I was a bit sad that it took place in East Anglia, so was really pleased that
this anniversary it would be opened up as a series of runs across the country.
Having kept a close eye on the weather forecasts, I primed my daughter, Sophie,
to come with me on a run around Wirral, restricted as we are by the Covid rules.
Monday looked good, but unfortunately she had not used her Honda 125
recently, and the battery was only 2-dimensional, i.e. flat. I went on a recce run
anyway, on my MZ TS150, if for no other reason than to suss out the latest rash
of roadworks, closures and temporary traffic lights on my planned route.
Tuesday dawned bright and crisp, so after giving the roads time to lose their
coating of black ice, we set off from Wallasey on what may be the inaugural Wirral
MPR! It would be too boring to list the route in detail, but we stayed off the
motorway, and took some of the more scenic roads around the Wirral borders
through West Kirby, Lower Heswall, Thornton Hough and Raby, skirting perilously
close to the forbidden territory of Cheshire (Tier 4) before heading for a photo with
some boats at West Cheshire Sailing Club and then home for a much needed hot
drink. My old bones aren’t used to 3-4 degrees C and wind chill these days!
Sophie was also losing feeling in her toes as well as her fingers.
Total mileage was about 35 miles, time taken about 1 ¼ hours.
Hopefully the Covid thing will be over next year, so we’ll be able to venture a little
further afield, perhaps even with a few others.
* I call him ‘Frank’ because as time goes by I discover more parts which belong to
other models, as in ‘Franke nstein’!

Nick Wootton
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The Great, Distributed, Mince Pie Run
With the COVID-19 lock-down rules changing all the time, it was hard to plan an
event. Nevertheless, 2021 is the 40th anniversary of the EACC, and the Mince
Pie run is one of its biggest and oldest events and, in normal times, would be its
first event of the year. How could the club not let it happen?
This was the cunning plan… Club members did their own Mince Pie Run, either
individually or in small groups (the size of the group depending upon where they
were and what was permitted in their area). Since 1998 the Mince Pie run has
had a sort of nautical theme to it: it starts from Orwell Yacht Club in Ipswich and
goes to the Shipwreck at Shotley Marina.
Those taking part tried to keep this theme going.
Several pictures are included in this edition of the newsletter for others see the
EACC or IceniCam Websites.

A new design of club Hi-Viz vest is available.

New hi-viz top, sizes available: XL (45–46"), XXL (48– 52"), 3XL (53–55"), 4XL
(58– 60"). The printed logo is in black & red on the back & on the lapel.
£7.50 each, post & packing £2.
We suggest ordering a hi-vis top TWO sizes larger than your chest size to allow it
to fit over your motor cycling jacket or outer clothing — or try them out for size at
one of our events before you buy.

Clive Fletcher

Bev Crook I've been asked by Bev's son Alan to contact people who may know Bev.
I'm sure Bev is known to some members of the EACC who would like to be updated
about Bev's health problems. Bev has been undergoing treatment for cancer for the
last year, and we had hoped he was making some sort of recovery. But I'm afraid I had
a call from Alan yesterday to tell me Bev is back in hospital, and is very unlikely to
come out, the family are hoping to get him into Willen Hospice for the remainder of his
days. Sad news, we'll miss him. Andy Day
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News from the FBHVC
Changes to Black & Silver Number
Plates from 01.01.2021
Published: 10/12/2020
We have today received information directly from DVLA concerning information
on black and silver number plates which will take effect from 1 January 2021.
DVLA kindly requested we share this information with you....
This note is to tell you about important changes being introduced on 1 January
2021 that affect the ability of vehicles registered in the historic tax class to display
the old style pre-1973 black and silver number plates.
Following the change in definition of a historic vehicle for vehicle tax exemption
purposes in 2015, an issue was identified in the regulatory requirements for the
valid display of a black and silver number plate. This resulted in an unintended
consequence where any vehicle over 40 years old and registered in the historic
tax class would be permitted to display an old style black and silver number plate.
This was despite the law previously requiring all vehicles first registered after 1
January 1973 to only display the yellow and white number plates with black
characters.
As this was never the intention, we have sought to rectify this through a legal
correction which will shortly be implemented. The change seeks to prevent any
vehicle constructed after 1 January 1980 from the ability to display the black and
silver number plate desp ite being recorded in the DVLA’s historic tax class. Those
vehicles with a construction date prior to 1 January 1980 will continue to be able
to legally display black and silver number plates to avoid any undue costs of
replacement.
Your members may also wish to note that from 1 January it will no longer be
permissible to fix a new number plate displaying a Euro symbol. Number plates
already fixed to vehicles are unaffected. We will also be introducing a new British
Standard for number plates produced from 1 September 2021 which will mean all
current style number plates that are first fixed to a vehicle from that date
must meet the technical requirements contained in that standard.
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Notice of Vehicle Arrival Success
Thanks to Andrew ’s item in the December edition of the newsletter re getting
NOVA sorted with our imminent leaving of the European Union. This should be
done within 14 days of import, in my case I had owned this bike since at least
October 2012 but it still has to be done before DVLA will entertain registration.
Obviously I had pre notice of this being the editor and had already made enquiries
about getting the paper VAT NOVA1 application form and a dating certificate.
The completed form and a cover letter stating the facts were sent on the 19 th
November to the HMRC Belfast office that deals with this matter. In just under 2
weeks a reply came back they were happy with my explanation of the facts ie No
paperwork, Don’t know who/when imported, No receipt and asked for a dating
certificate to confirm date of manufacture; no problem as Andrew had come good
with that, less than a week later I had an email stating all is OK and I can proceed
with the registration at DVLA.
An application to register was sent to Swansea at the beginning of December and
th
I’m happy to report a document was received on 7 January (not bad considering
it was over the Christmas/New Year period).
Peugeot 104 CV aka XHY 462N

Dave Watson
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Thanks to “Gibby” who submitted

pictures and a report from the
Leiston Long shop Bike Show.
Previously seen in “Old Bike Mart”
now 2 of our type of machines are to
be seen in the latest edition of
“Back Street Heroes”
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Distributed Mince Pie Run

Gareth had a pie and rode dad Dave “Mr Mince Pie Run” Evans route.

New member Steve
Pryke lives on the route
but like the rest of us
was unable to partake
this year.
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Davis Andrew’s first

Mince Pie Run took him
and his Honda PC50 to
Potter Heigham Bridge
Norfolk

Ray Duffin beside the
Shropshire Union Canal
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William Rogers happened to pass Jones’s boatyard , St Ives.

Derrick Whitehead of the Rotherham Roamers had his mince pies by the
Sheffield and South Yorkshire Navigation.
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John Tickell’s Motobéca ne 51V at Hartford Marina, Huntingdon .

Dave Slaney rode 26½
miles on a cold but sunny
January 3rd and visited
Bedford Priory Marina on
his Raleigh RM8 Automatic
MkII.
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Tips, Tricks and Techniques
There’s a hole in my bucket
You may very well have a hole in your bucket but fortunately they’re easier and
cheaper to replace than the fuel tank on your beloved machine, which could also
have developed one or more holes. Neatly sidestepping the debate on fuel
blends and the addition of ethanol I think we can all agree that any steel tank of a
certain age can develop rust, often lurking inside to catch you unaware, even if it
belongs on a bike that runs on pre-mix. It seems incomprehensible to me that
even by adding 5% of oil to the petrol the dreaded tin worm can’t be held at bay

indefinitely.
Fuel leaks are inconvenient, messy and potentially dangerous so must be dealt
with quickly and effectively. Having the tank professionally cleaned to remove all
fuel/oil residue and any rust followed by a readily available liquid liner is certainly
one good option, and may work very well. I’m afraid I’m somewhat sceptical
because I’ve seen liners fail, even in one case a product claiming to be able to

withstand all that modern fuels can throw at it.
My preferred option for small holes is to carry out isolated repairs with a 60:40
lead solder. Stick solder used by traditional panel beaters is perfect, but a good
quality electrical solder (typically 60:40 lead/tin) can be used to good effect. If
you’re environmentally conscious and have gone out of yo ur way to acquire “lead
free” solder look away now. It’s useless for abso lutely everything except as a
paperweight. It doesn’t stick; it doesn’t flow and is the work of the devil. Just

throw it away.
Here’s our patient for today - taken
from a 1976 XT500 everything
looked in good order until a
pressure test was carried out, and a
pinhole was found under the fuel
tap. Holes are generally found on
the lower extremities where water
collects and carries out its evil
bidding. Step one is to thoroughly
clean the surrounding area, ideally
with a stainless steel wire brush.
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Next take a centre punch and
GENTLY tap with a small hammer
to form a well for the lead/solder to
sit in.

You’ll quickly find out just

how fragile the metal may be at
this stage, and if your punch
disappears all together you may
have to consider a Plan B! This
will respond well to treatment
however.

If you have access to solder paste
you’re on to a winner.

This is a

product that contains finely ground
solder held in suspension in flux.
Brush on a small amount and play
a gentle flame over it to activate the
flux and melt the lead. If you don’t

have the paste use a good quality
liquid flux.

On a good day this is sufficient to
permanently seal the hole with no
further work. This was not a good
day, so the process was repeated. If
you’re using this or the liquid flux

method you can gently heat the area
with a soft flame and apply the solder
to fill the hole. Ensure that the solder
is melted by the heat in the panel and
not the flame itself, otherwise there
will be no chemical bond.
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With the well slightly over filled the
excess lead can be removed to
complete the repair. Because it’s
soft it’s easy to remove, but by the

same token it can easily clog fine cut
files and abrasive paper, to choose
your weapons well.

A neat, invisible and permanent repair, all ready for paint.
At the risk of stating the obvious fuel
tanks contain, erm, fuel which by its
very nature has to be highly flammable.
A blow lamp will ignite vapours just as
easily as a spark plug, so ensure that
every trace of petrol and its vapour has
been eradicated before you start any
work. My preferred method is to fill
with a water-soluble degreaser then
rinse well with soapy water and dry
thoroughly. I’ve still got my eyebrows
so it seems to work well.
One
downside of this method is that water makes steel rust, so keep an eye on things
and use a rust remover if necessary after you’ve finished the repair.

This is the so lder paste I’ve been

using for years, and is fortunately
available in fairly small quantities.
It’s proved to be invaluable for lead

loading and repairing small holes.
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Improvised tools are always the
most satisfying to use, and these
are ideal for pressure testing with a
trigger spray filled with soapy
water. The only bubbles you want
to see are in a celebratory beer
when

you’ve

finished

the

job.

Never, ever, ever exceed 4PSI
during this process. You can trust
me on this one, I promise!

These beauties are known as body
files or mill files. If you have one, or
can borrow one they’ll make short

work of removing excess lead
without clogging. They will however
scratch the merry hell out of the
surrounding steel if you’re heav y

handed.

As always dear reader, if you enjoy this sort of content tell the Editor. If you don’t
like this sort of co ntent tell the Editor. If there’s something sp ecific you’d like to

see tell the Editor. It can be a lonely and thankless job for our poor old Ed, so
show him some love and give him stories, pictures, articles but above all give him
something to put in our humble publication!
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Autocycle ABC
Part 1: Aberdale
The Aberdale Cycle Co Ltd of Bridport Road, Edmonton, London N18 announced
its autocycle in Motor Cycling in March 1947. The Aberdale Cycle Co was
founded in 1919 by the Levy family. The company
moved to the Bridport Road address in 1934 because
the boom in bicycle sales in the 1930s meant they
needed larger premises.
Also in the mid-1930s,
Aberdale had taken over the Bown company of
Chadwell; this acquisition brought W A R Bown onto the
Aberdale’s board of directors.

Joe Levy, son of the

founder, took over as managing director in 1941.
The Aberdale was a typical autocycle of the period, built
to meet the growing demand for personal transport ant
the end of the Second World War. Most autocycle
makers had been producing these machines before the
Joe Levy
war, but Aberdale was new to the market. In theory, this
gave them the chance to design a new machine from scratch but, in practice, the
use of standard components meant it looked similar to most other autocycles. It
was powered by the standard autocycle power unit: the Villiers Junior de Luxe
engine. This 98cc, single-speed engine was hung from a simple tubular frame
with dropped top tube and no rear suspension. At the front was a basic blade
girder fork. Both wheels had small drum brakes and heavy-duty 26×1¾ bicycle
rims and tyres.
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The petrol tank held about 1½ gallons of 16:1 petrol/oil mixture and was fitted into
the space formed by the top, down and seat tubes. Below the tank, detachable
side panels covered the engine while, behind these, there were guards for both
the pedalling and power chains. A toolbox was provided, together with a tubular
steel carrier over the rear mudguard. The pedalling gear revolved in the bottom
bracket, which was to the rear of the engine.
Equipment included lights, a bulb horn and, optionally, a speedometer driven from
the front wheel. The controls were simple, with a throttle lever on the right, clutch
on the left and inverted levers on each side for the brakes. There was also a
catch to hold the clutch out and a decompressor.
All told, it was a smart example of the type and able to cruise at around 30mph,
while fuel consumption could be almost 150mpg, which gave a good range for
working journeys. The finish, in maroon with gold lining, gave the machine a
smart appearance. It continued in production until 1948 with probably fewer than
2,000 machines being built.
In 1948, Villiers announced its plans to end production of the Junior de Luxe
engine and to replace it with the new 2F engine. The new engine meant a
redesign of the old autocycles and W A R Bown took on the task of designing a
new Aberdale for 1949. The new model was exhibited at the 1948 Cycle & Motor
Cycle Show, when the Motor Cycle magazine declared it to be ‘one of the
smartest autocycles at Earls Court’.

The new frame was an exceptionally well-engineered cradle type with duplex
down tubes, but otherwise the machine was cast in the normal autocycle
mould. The petroil tank was fitted between the upper and lower down tubes,
there was extensive panelling beneath the tank to shield the engine. As before, a
pressed-steel blade girder front fork was provided for the rigid frame, and there
was a saddle, rear carrier and rear stand. The lighting was powered directly from
the engine’s flywheel magneto.

Although the 2F-engined model at the
show carried the Aberdale name, this
machine was sold under the name of
Aberdale’s subs idiary Bown company
and we’ll be looking at that in part 3.
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Part 2: ABJ
The initials ABJ were those of A B Jackson who, as managing director of Raynal,
had been involved with the very first Villiers-engined autocycles. Production of
the Raynal-Auto ended in 1950 with the demise of the Villiers Junior de Luxe
engine but, in July 1949, two new machines were announced by A B Jackson
(Cycles), based at 109 –111 Pope Street, Birmingham 1.
Like many other makes, ABJ based its machines around Villiers engines. These
two machines were 98cc models; they were very similar in appearance, the first
being an autocycle powered by a 2F engine, and the second, a motor cycle with a
1F engine. Both had the styling of a motor cycle rather than an autocycle, making
the ABJ autocycle unlike any of its contemporaries. The saddle tank, telescopic
front forks and simple, rigid loop frame all contributed to this appearance.

The telescopic forks, unique in an autocycle, had two springs in each leg: one
controlling the depression and the other limiting rebound; an arrangement of
cones and split bushes acted as progressive frictional dampers. They were
packed with grease and had seals to retain the lubricant.
The front mudguard was attached to the upper tubes of the fork and was deeply
valanced to allow for the movement of the front wheel.
Although the rear mudguard was a simple blade, it was hinged to allow easy
wheel removal. The stays of a luggage rack supported this mudguard, and a rear
stand was provided.
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The wheels were shod with 2.25×21 tyres, which was the norm for 2F-engined
autocycles. Fuel was carried in a 1½ gallon rubber-mounted saddle-tank. The
lights were powered by the flywheel magneto but unlike the motor cycle, the
autocycle did not have a rectifier and battery; nevertheless, it was equipped with
an electric horn— another unusual feature for an autocycle.
The autocycle’s controls were all m ounted on the handlebars, both brakes being

operated by hand levers rather than using a ‘back -pedal’ mechanism for the rear
brake. The clutch lever could be locked in the disengaged positions and the
throttle was controlled by a twist grip. The finishe was black with gold lining —
although other colours were advertised as options.
Both autocycle and motor cycle continued in production until 1952 with ABJ now
giving its address as 300 Icknield Port Road, Birmingham 16. In July of that year
they were joined by another machine, a motorised bicycle named the Auto
Minor. This was sold as a complete machine rather than as a ‘clip -on’ cyclemotor
unit. Although it was announced that the two bigger machines and the cyclemotor
would all be produced for 1953, the range had been reduced to the Auto Minor
alone before that year began.
It’s not known how many ABJ autocycles were made— not many— though there is
at least one survivor. Its motor cycle looks would not have helped sales;
autocycles were aimed at buyers who would not have thought of themselves as
‘motor cyclists’. Its lack of a step-through frame would have made it impractical as
a ride-to-work machine for women.

[Photo:
Ralph Richardson]
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I have attached a couple of photographs which may be of interest to Newsletter
readers with Cyclemasters.
The first, entitled 'Carb repair'
shows a way of fixing an Amal
308 carb when one of those four
clamp on sections finally breaks
off. It is simply a piece of half inch
plastic garden hose softened with
a hot air gun, pushed on fully over
the outlet side of the carb, and
secured with a hose clip. The
other end of the hose is pushed
onto the induction pipe until the
pipe seats properly in the carb
and a second hose clip is used to
clamp the hose pipe to the
induction pipe. I was pleased to find that the carb is then held firmly in place and
there are no apparent leaks as the motor starts and runs well.

The second photograph is of a
puller that I have made for
removing the Wipac 90 flywheel
from the crankshaft. The legs fit
through the two cut outs in the
flywheel. It will only work with
the Wipac flywheel as the
earlier one has three holes
instead of the two slots.
Regards David Romaine

Wanted - a French motorbike for restoration. Preferably 500 cc but could be 350.
Hand gear change so probably 1930s.
I could P/X a Solex or two, model 330, both running and road legal.
Tom - 01733 577301, 07748977342, tom123dolby@aol.com

For sale - Suzuki service manual for AS50 and A50. Dated 1 July 1968. 48
pages. Used but complete and intact.
£15 posted to UK mainland. Tom - 01733 577301, 07748977342,
tom123dolby@aol.com
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Your MAC Newsletter needs you!
Our newsletter is called ‘The MAC’ and it’s sent out to all members six times a
year: at the beginning of February, April, June, August, October and December.
th
Deadline for items to be sent in is the 15 of the preceding month.
Our editor (mac.editor.eacc@gmail.com) welcomes articles, news items, letters,
and adverts for the newsletter.

Thanks to those who submit items but with over 900 members now
we have a lot of must try harder’s !
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Chris Evans stopped for a bite to eat (a mince pie) at Norwich Yacht Station

Jon Sapey ‘Arrrgh! A

nautical theme yer say!’

said Captain Haddock,
doing a Captain Morgan
impression… on the
North Norfolk Coast.
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Malcolm Wright was
helping his youngest
moving out on 3rd
January so didn’t get
chance to take part but
sent in this one of
Newport Bridge over the
Tees.

Picture
supplied by
Neil Bowen!
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